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“Baotree’s project management software creates
a lasting environment for collaboration between
ourselves and the Sanga community.”
- Ochen Maiyani, Community Liaison &
Development Officer

Customer Challenge

Community Statement of Need

Borana aims to generate sustainable resource

The Sanga community have a gravity water pipe

access within the Sanga community; for instance,

installed, which channels water from an

women in Sanga spend most of their day collecting

underground spring a few kilometres away, but

water. Borana firmly believes that if communities

requires repairs on the pipe. Further, there is an

receive benefits from living alongside wildlife, such

additional need for a water catchment tank and

as access to a clean water source near the

trough, to provide clean water to people,

community centre, they will decrease the negative

domestic livestock and wildlife.

biodiversity challenges faced. Enabling Eco-friendly
community development needs such as sand dams
and renewable energy sources, provides health

The Solution
Borana worked with the community to ascertain

benefits, food security and clean water access.

which tasks would represent fair and decent work

The Results

selected tasks that provide valuable data points

Over the 2 week testing period, community
members reported 190 tasks & 77 were completed
and verified by Borana and their Baoriders.
The spread was as follows:

for the community members. Further, Borana
on biodiversity activities beyond their boundary.
Impact
The community engagement resulted in them
earning a water tank and trough. This has huge
implications for women empowerment in that
they will no longer have to spend most of their

190

77

day collecting water. This has positive ripple

Total Number of

Tasks

have more time to spend on other potential

tasks reported

completed

effects, the most notable being that they will
economically empowering activities, and
importantly, the exposure to wildlife in a one-onone potentially life-threatening situation is
greatly reduced, while fetching water.

231

41%

Evidence

Task completion

collected

rate

“You know, this Opuntia plant. It’s invasive and
everywhere. This project is helping us to remove it
and this is good because our goats eat it and get
sick, some of them even die. Borana don’t like it
because it gets everywhere and is bad for the
environment. Now we are working together to
remove it thanks to this project & Baotree.”
- Benson Kiperus, Sanga Community
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water access
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